REES CORE COURSES

REES 110 (17334) Understanding Russia and Eastern Europe
Redford, TR 2:30-3:45 pm, SMA 208

REES 111 (17335) HONORS: Understanding Russia and Eastern Europe
Redford, TR 2:30-3:45 pm, SMA 208

REES 492 (13947) Research Methods: Russian, Eastern Europe & Eurasian Studies
Finch, W 3:00-5:20 pm, BA 318

REES 510 (21575) Understanding Central Asia (Same as GEOG 590)
Diener, TR 9:30-10:45 pm, LIN 401

REES 898 (13948) Seminar in Russian, East European & Eurasian Studies
Staff, W 3:00-5:20 pm, BA 318

REES 899 (19892) Capstone Research Seminar REES
Staff, W 3:00-5:20 pm, BA 318

LITERATURE & THE ARTS

SLAV 140 (16626) Intro to Russian Culture
Staff, MWF 9:00-9:50 AM, WES 1005

SLAV 141 (16627) Intro to Russian Culture, Honors
Staff, MWF 9:00-9:50 AM, WES 1005

SLAV 144 (22302) Survey of Russ Literature in Translation
Staff, MWF 1:00-1:50 PM, WES 1005

SLAV 145 (22302) Survey of Russ Literature in Translation, Honors
Staff, MWF 1:00-1:50 PM, WES 1005

SLAV 148 (14016) Introduction to Slavic Folklore
Staff, MWF 11:00-11:50 AM, SUM 514

SLAV 149 (25098) Introduction to Slavic Folklore, Honors
Staff, MWF 11:00-11:50 AM, SUM 514

SLAV 370 (26140) War & Violence Russian Literature & Film
Kokobobo, T/R 1:00-2:15 PM, WES 1005

SLAV 503 (26531) Post-Soviet Communication
Six, M/W 12:30-1:45 PM, LEA 2111
SLAV 508 (24120) South Slavic Literature & Civilization
Dickey, APPT, Online KULC

SLAV 512 (26611) Russian Novel & Digital Humanities
Kokobobo, T/R 2:30-3:45 PM, WES 4074

SLAV 516 (26006) Film Adaptation Polish & Czech Literature
Vassileva-Karagyozova, WF 12:30-1:45 PM, WES 4022

SLAV 558 (24170) Readings in Slovene
Pirnat-Greenberg, APPT, KULC

SLAV 570 (26141) War & Violence Russian Literature & Film
Kokobobo, T/R 2:30-5:00 PM, WES 2085

SLAV 600 (26120) Biography of a City: Kyiv
Shchur, T/R 2:30-3:45 PM, WES 1005

SLAV 679 (23405) Turkish Culture & Linguistics
Kesici, APPT, KULC

SLAV 710 (26503) Intro to Slavic Language & Linguistics
Greenberg, T/R 9:30-10:45 PM, WES 4050

HISTORY

*If there is an asterisk by a course listed below, the course has a discussion section. Please refer to the Schedule of Classes for a list of discussion sections associated with a given course.

*HIST 115 (25683) History from the French Revolution to the Present, 1789-Present
Wood, M/W 11:00-11:50 AM, SUM 506

HIST 117 (25687) Russia an Introductory History
Scott, T/R 2:30-3:45 PM, SUM 506

HIST 327 (25690) The Premodern Middle East
Brown, T/R 4:00-4:15 PM, ST 330

HIST 335 (26020) History of Jewish Women
Sternberg, T 2:30-5:00 PM WES 4033

*HIST 340 (20195) History of Second World War
Lewis, M/W 11:00-11:50 AM, MAL 2048

HIST 392 (25692) Huns, Turks & Mongols: Nomads in Asian History
Dear, T/R 2:30-3:45, WES 4002

HIST 568 (25699) Rise & Fall of the Soviet Union
Scott, T/R 11:00-12:15 PM, WES 4002

HIST 800 (12221) Russian History
Levin, APPT, KULC

HIST 800 (20743) Russian Women in History
Levin, APPT, KULC

HIST 800 (12222) Eastern European History
Wood, APPT, KULC

HIST 801 (25671) Nationalism & Identity in Europe
Wood, M 4:00-6:30 PM, WES 3659

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

*If there is an asterisk by a course listed below, the course has a discussion section. Please refer to the Schedule of Classes for a list of discussion sections associated with a given course.*

*POLS 170 (13630) Intro to International Politics
Arwine, M/W 8:00-9:50 AM, HAW 1005

POLS 675 (26281) Russian Foreign Policy
Omelicheva, T/R 11:00-12:15 PM, BL 114

POLS 870 (22414) International Relations
Omelicheva, R 1:00-3:50 PM, BL 209

**PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION**

JWSH 300 (29794) War & Violence in Russian Literature & Film
Kokobobo, T 2:30-5:00 PM, WES 2085

JWSH 311 (26016) Narratives of Jewish Life
Perelmutter, T/R 2:30-3:45 PM, WES 4034
JWSH 600 (29795) War & Violence in Russian Literature & Film
Kokobobo, T 2:30-5:00 PM, WES 2085

PHIL 560 (23860) Nineteenth Century Philosophy
Giordano, M/W/F 10:00-10:50 AM, WES 4011

**BUSINESS, ECONOMICS & GEOGRAPHY**

ECON 505 (25998) History of Economic Analysis
El-Hodiri, M/W 12:30-1:45 PM, SNOW 321

ECON 604 (22566) International trade
Comolli, T/R 11:00-12:15 PM, SNOW 452

ECON 705 (25999) Development of Economic Thought
El-Hodiri, 12:30-1:45 PM, SNOW 321

GEOG 371 (19430) Environmental Geopolitics
O’Lear, T/R 9:30-10:45 AM, LIN 228

GEOG 590 (26949) Understanding Central Asia,
Diener, (Same as REES 510), T/R 11:00-12:15 PM, LIN 226

To be a REES approved course, a minimum 25% of the course content must be dedicated to Russia, Eastern Europe, and/or Eurasia. If you feel a course meets these requirements but is not listed above, or you would like to adapt a course to meet these guidelines, please contact CREES Associate Director Vitaly Chernetsky, vchernetsky@ku.edu